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To protect the human race, 6T9 evolved with the flip of a
switch and a few lines of code. But he’s made himself a killer
as well as a protector. The programming that may save
humanity has driven him from Volka, the woman he loves. In
the heart of the Dark’s first strike against the Republic, 6T9
must discover what he has become, who he wants to be, and
who he wants to be with. Slowly and almost unnoticed, Volka
has been evolving, too. Heartbroken by 6T9’s departure, she
is torn between love and duty. Accepting the latter, she takes
a mission that will lead her to the edge of the universe. There,
she will be tested, and her evolution will pass a point where
there will be no turning back. An android who has become
more than a sex ‘bot, a mutant who has developed startling
abilities, 6T9 and Volka have become more than human. The
changes they’ve endured may save the galaxy, but have
driven them further apart. Will they find a way forward
together, or will the bond between them be another casualty
of the Dark?
At the edge of the galaxy, a research station has gone dark…
Volka, 6T9, and Carl Sagan are called to help in the rescue
mission … A mission that triggers telepathic nightmares in
their starship so terrifying battle hardened Galactic Marines
break down and weep. They’re about to discover some
nightmares are real. The Darkness is Rising.
The Man Who Planted Trees is the inspiring story of David
Milarch’s quest to clone the biggest trees on the planet in
order to save our forests and ecosystem—as well as a hopeful
lesson about how each of us has the ability to make a
difference. “When is the best time to plant a tree? Twenty
years ago. The second best time? Today.”—Chinese proverb
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Twenty years ago, David Milarch, a northern Michigan
nurseryman with a penchant for hard living, had a vision:
angels came to tell him that the earth was in trouble. Its trees
were dying, and without them, human life was in jeopardy.
The solution, they told him, was to clone the champion trees
of the world—the largest, the hardiest, the ones that had
survived millennia and were most resilient to climate
change—and create a kind of Noah’s ark of tree genetics.
Without knowing if the message had any basis in science, or
why he’d been chosen for this task, Milarch began his
mission of cloning the world’s great trees. Many scientists
and tree experts told him it couldn’t be done, but, twenty
years later, his team has successfully cloned some of the
world’s oldest trees—among them giant redwoods and
sequoias. They have also grown seedlings from the oldest
tree in the world, the bristlecone pine Methuselah. When New
York Times journalist Jim Robbins came upon Milarch’s
story, he was fascinated but had his doubts. Yet over several
years, listening to Milarch and talking to scientists, he came to
realize that there is so much we do not yet know about trees:
how they die, how they communicate, the myriad crucial ways
they filter water and air and otherwise support life on Earth. It
became clear that as the planet changes, trees and forest are
essential to assuring its survival. Praise for The Man Who
Planted Trees “This is a story of miracles and obsession and
love and survival. Told with Jim Robbins’s signature clarity
and eye for telling detail, The Man Who Planted Trees is also
the most hopeful book I’ve read in years. I kept thinking of
the end of Saint Francis’s wonderful prayer, ‘And may God
bless you with enough foolishness to believe that you can
make a difference in the world, so that you can do what
others claim cannot be done.’ ”—Alexandra Fuller, author of
Don’t Let’s Go to the Dogs Tonight “Absorbing, eloquent,
and loving . . . While Robbins’s tone is urgent, it doesn’t
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compromise his crystal-clear science. . . . Even the smallest
details here are fascinating.”—Dominique Browning, The New
York Times Book Review “The great poet W. S. Merwin once
wrote, ‘On the last day of the world I would want to plant a
tree.’ It’s good to see, in this lovely volume, that some folks
are getting a head start!”—Bill McKibben, author of Eaarth:
Making a Life on a Tough New Planet “Inspiring . . . Robbins
lucidly summarizes the importance and value of trees to
planet Earth and all humanity.”—The Ecologist “ ‘Imagine a
world without trees,’ writes journalist Jim Robbins. It’s nearly
impossible after reading The Man Who Planted Trees, in
which Robbins weaves science and spirituality as he explores
the bounty these plants offer the planet.”—Audubon
The fourth, thrilling episode in the number one bestselling
Alex Rider series. In the fourth book in the number one
bestselling Alex Rider series by Anthony Horowitz, teenage
spy Alex is in the South of France, hoping to sever his links
with MI6. But when a sudden attack on his hosts plunges
Alex back into a world of violence, he soon uncovers a plan
called Eagle strike – a discovery more terrible than anything
he could have imagined.
The beautiful and haunting novel that launched David Almond
as one of the best children's writers of today When a move to
a new house coincides with his baby sister's illness, Michael's
world seems suddenly lonely and uncertain. Then, one
Sunday afternoon, he stumbles into the old, ramshackle
garage of his new home, and finds something magical. A
strange creature - part owl, part angel, a being who needs
Michael's help if he is to survive. With his new friend Mina,
Michael nourishes Skellig back to health, while his baby sister
languishes in the hospital. But Skellig is far more than he at
first appears, and as he helps Michael breathe life into his tiny
sister, Michael's world changes for ever . . . Skellig won the
Carnegie Medal and the Whitbread Children's Book Award
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and is now a major Sky1 feature film, starring Tim Roth and
John Simm. David Almond is also winner of the 2010 Hans
Christian Andersen award. Powerful and moving - The
Guardian This newly jacketed edition celebrates 15 years of
this multi-award-winning novel.
Definitive novel of the "Lost Generation" focuses on the
coming of age of Amory Blaine, a handsome, wealthy
Princeton student. Fitzgerald's first novel and an immediate,
spectacular success. Note.
Clark examines the book of hours in the context of medieval
culture, the book trade in Paris, and the role of Paris as an
international center of illumination. 64 illustrations, 40 in color.

After recovering from a near fatal gunshot wound,
teenage spy Alex Rider embarks on a new mission to
stop a group of eco-terrorists from sabotaging the launch
of the first outer space hotel. Reprint.
The Empire will kill him for stealing this ship... but they
have to catch it first! To the Empire the Wanderer was
just another booby-trapped ship to claim, and Jess was
just another worthless slave who could be sacrificed in
the process. Things didn’t go to plan. Jess survived the
dangers, and when he sat in the pilot’s chair the ancient
ship came to life for the first time in centuries. Acting on
instinct Jess seized the chance, firing up the engines and
fleeing the Imperial forces. Now Jess and the ancient selfaware ship are on the run, their freedom and their very
existence on the line. The smart thing to do would be to
run like hell and never stop, but Jess finds he can’t
ignore pleas for help from those in danger. With the
powerful Wanderer at his command he can truly make a
difference... but at what cost? Buy this collection of the
first three books and see why tens of thousands of
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people have loved following the Wanderer’s journey,
leaving comments including “In the end, I was gripping
the arms of my chair as I rooted for the heroes.”, “A fast
paced, can't-put-it-down Sci-fi.” and “One of the best
books I've read this year.”
In the fires of World War II, a child must save his people
from darkness... Ten-year-old Uriel has always been an
outcast. Born mute in a Jewish village known for its
choir, he escapes into old stories of his people, stories of
angels and monsters. But when the fires of the
Holocaust consume his village, he learns that the stories
he writes in his golden notebook are terrifyingly real. In
the aftermath of the attack, Uriel is taken in by Uwe, a
kind-hearted linguist forced to work for the commander of
the local Nazi Police, the affably brutal Major Brandt.
Uwe wants to keep Uriel safe, but Uriel can't stay hidden.
The angels of his tales have come to him with a dire
message: Michael, guardian angel of the Jewish people,
is missing. Without their angel, the Jewish people are
doomed, and Michael's angelic brethren cannot search
for him in the lands corrupted by Nazi evil. With the lives
of millions at stake, Uriel must find Michael and free him
from the clutches of the Angel of Death...even if that
means putting Uwe in mortal danger. The Book of Uriel
is a heartbreaking blend of historical fiction and Jewish
folklore that will enthrall fans of The Book Thief and The
World That We Knew.
Both collectively and individually we have a deep and
abiding fascination with angels. This book explores
depictions of angels in the visual arts and in scripture
and associated apocryphal and mystical writings,
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specifically in the Hebrew and Christian Bibles and
Islamic, Zoroastrian and other ancient and latter-day
accounts. It examines the visual clues, artistic
conventions and attributes that have been set down to
help us to recognise angels in their particular roles and
functions. Certain writings have had a particularly
influential bearing on our understanding of angels. This
text focuses on the hierarchies and orders proposed by
the likes of Pseudo-Dionysius, St. Thomas Aquinas and
others. In a new age of fascination with the metaphysical
and supernatural (in film, television, popular mythology
and literature), are we cementing or losing our
connection with the authentic meaning and purpose that
such vibrant and energised beings bring to our table?
This book contains more than 30 illustrations in a central
colour plates section. It also includes a useful glossary of
terms and will prove a rich and enduring reference
resource for libraries, as well as a stimulating go-to
source for those interested in the world of angels and
how human sensibilities and imaginative reasoning have
enriched the subject, as a starting point for interreligious
dialogue.
While working with the Australian Secret Service on a
dangerous mission, teenaged spy Alex Rider uncovers
information about his parents.
The girl who led an army. The peasant who crowned a
king. The maid who became a legend.
A standalone adventure in the Archangel Project
universe. On an icy, barren world, a starship dreams of
doom… Throughout the galaxy, the reclusive alien race
known as The One are incapacitated by terror. On the
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planet Luddeccea, wolf-human hybrid Volka harbors a
terrible secret…a secret that must explain her nightmares.
Trapped on a luxurious asteroid, pleasure ‘bot 6T9
struggles to find purpose—until he receives a message
from an Unidentified Caller. The worlds of The One,
Volka, and 6T9 are about to collide. The galaxy will be
shaken to its core. The starship is waking.
Mr. Baby‹a bizarre looking, dangerous man‹is the sole
survivor of Berlins prewar nightlife. Play by his rules,
and he can get you anything, but hes not one to be
crossed. A hard lesson for our inter-dimensional pilot€
and the corrupt officials from his world who want him
dead.
'Ulysses' is a novel by Irish writer James Joyce. It was
first serialised in parts in the American journal 'The Little
Review' from March 1918 to December 1920, and then
published in its entirety by Sylvia Beach in February
1922, in Paris. 'Ulysses' has survived bowdlerization,
legal action and bitter controversy. Capturing a single
day in the life of Dubliner Leopold Bloom, his friends
Buck Mulligan and Stephen Dedalus, his wife Molly, and
a scintillating cast of supporting characters, Joyce
pushes Celtic lyricism and vulgarity to splendid
extremes. An undisputed modernist classic, its ceaseless
verbal inventiveness and astonishingly wide-ranging
allusions confirm its standing as an imperishable
monument to the human condition. It takes readers into
the inner realms of human consciousness using the
interior monologue style that came to be called stream of
consciousness. In addition to this psychological
characteristic, it gives a realistic portrait of the life of
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ordinary people living in Dublin, Ireland, on June 16,
1904. The novel was the subject of a famous obscenity
trial in 1933, but was found by a U.S. district court in
New York to be a work of art. The furor over the novel
made Joyce a celebrity. In the long run, the work placed
him at the forefront of the modern period of the early
1900s when literary works, primarily in the first two
decades, explored interior lives and subjective reality in a
new idiom, attempting to probe the human psyche in
order to understand the human condition. This richlyallusive novel, revolutionary in its modernistic
experimentalism, was hailed as a work of genius by W.B.
Yeats, T.S. Eliot and Ernest Hemingway. Scandalously
frank, wittily erudite, mercurially eloquent, resourcefully
comic and generously humane, 'Ulysses' offers the
reader a life-changing experience. Publisher : General
Press
Anya—a stoic, blue-winged angelic warrior—was bitten by
a demon prince in battle, and now she has precious little
time to find a cure for his deadly venom. But the only
archangel with the power to stop the dark poison from
corrupting her body and soul is missing. She’ll have to
trust her guide, the outcast high demon Dommiel, who is
as handsome as he is dangerous if she has any hope.
An outcast of his own kind, high demon Dommiel stays
under cover while the war between angels and demons
rages on. When the only person who ever showed him
kindness asks for his help, he has no choice but to try to
save the angel. Venturing back into the dens he has
avoided for so long, Anya makes him want and feel
things he never thought possible. But Dommiel knows
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there is no way an angel can ever love a demon... Each
book in the Dominion series is STANDALONE: * The
Deepest Well (prequel) * Darkest Heart * Hardest Fall *
Coldest Fire
Gertrud the Great (1256-1302) entered the monastery of
Helfta in eastern Germany as a child oblate. At the age
of twenty-five she underwent a conversion that led to a
series of visionary experiences. These centered on "the
divine loving-kindness," which she perceived as
expressed through and symbolized by Christ's divine
Heart. Some of these experiences she recorded in Latin
"with her own hand," in what became book 2 of The
Herald of God's Loving-Kindness. Books 1, 3, 4, and 5
were written down by another nun, a close confidant of
the saint, now often known as "Sister N." Book 5 details
the sickness, deaths, and afterlife fates of various Helfta
nuns, novices, and lay brothers, as witnessed by Gertrud
in her visions. It also describes Gertrud's preparations for
her own death and her predictive visions of her ultimate
glorification in heaven. The Herald concludes with Sister
N.'s personal account of her presentation of the whole
book to the Lord at Mass, the welcome he gave it, and
the privileges he attached to it. The Book of Special
Grace, which mainly records the visions of Mechtild of
Hackeborn, was probably compiled by Gertrud herself
with the help of Sister N. Parts 6 and 7 recount the
deaths of the abbess Gertrud and of Mechtild, her
younger sister. As many passages overlap, sometimes
verbatim, with corresponding chapters in book 5 of The
Herald, a translation has been included for purposes of
comparison.
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First contact didn’t go as planned… Time Gate 8, one of
humanity’s portals between the stars, has been overrun
by a mysterious alien intelligence, and the planet
Luddeccea is now cut off. Haunted by those she left
behind, Commander Noa Sato is on a desperate mission
to save her homeworld. Navigating the ancient Ark, she
seeks a hidden gate that will transport her ship to Earth
and the Galactic Fleet. But the Luddeccean system
harbors dangers, and so does her crew. The only crew
member she completely trusts is James Sinclair, but he
doesn’t trust himself. James isn’t the man he once was.
He has a hunger that is never sated, kills without regrets,
and is fitted with extraordinary augments he doesn’t
remember getting. Can James control his augments, or
will they control him? In a future where almost all
humans are augmented, James’s answer and Noa’s
mission will determine the fate of the human race … and
the enemy is already within the gates.
Every chapter of the book of Enoch, with commentaries,
opinions, speculations and theories. The verses are
reproduced together with extensive commentaries,
references, and ideas for follow-up. ENOCH INSIGHTS
gives great insight into the book of Enoch itself, which is
an ancient book of around 5000 years old and apparently
the very first book ever written. The book of Enoch was
banned for 1000 years during the Dark Ages, on the
threat of one being burned at the stake. Why was it
banned? Enoch lived in a Prediluvian world where
‘Fallen Angels’ came down from heaven and were
seduced by the most beautiful women who had ever
lived. The fruit of this ‘forbidden union’ were the Giants
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and Titans, who became cannibals and devoured
mankind. Perhaps that is why we find many prediluvian
cities underground? Were the prediluvian peoples hiding
from man-eating giants and other monsters, such as
dragons, dinosaurs and also chimeras of many types?
How did the chimeras come into existence? During his
lifespan which reached 365 years old, Enoch had many
visions and dreams of heaven. He also visited hell and
other dimensions. He prophesied about the entire
‘7000-year-History’ of mankind from the beginning to
the very end with stunning accuracy
Archangel DownArchangel Project. Book 1C. Gockel

Alastair Reynolds revolutionized the science fiction
genre with his critically-acclaimed Revelation Space
novels. Now, the award-winning author presents a
future of technological wonders—from every era… In a
far-distant future, Spearpoint, the last human city, is
a vast, atmosphere-piercing spire. Clinging to its skin
are the zones: semiautonomous city-states, each of
which enjoys a different—and rigidly enforced—level of
technology. Following a botched infiltration mission,
enforcement agent Quillon has been living incognito,
working as a pathologist in a morgue. But when a
near-dead angel drops onto his dissection table, his
world is wrenched apart. For the angel is a winged
posthuman from Spearpoint’s Celestial Levels. And
with the dying body comes bad news: Quillon must
leave his home and travel into the cold and hostile
lands beyond Spearpoint’s base. But he can neither
imagine how far the journey
will take him—nor
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comprehend how much is at stake…
Commander Noa Sato doesn’t believe in aliens.
She’s wrong. Imprisoned on her home planet,
accused of aiding an alien invasion, Noa witnesses
the beginning of a genocide—however, the murderers
are not aliens, but her own people. Launching a
daring attempt to reach the Galactic Fleet, she
makes an unlikely ally in stranded professor, James
Sinclair. But James is not all that he seems. James
is not the man he once was. He has technological
augments that give him extraordinary abilities. His
augments protect Noa and himself, but he has no
memory of how he came to have them. Worse, the
changes may be more than physical. Noa’s mission
and the answer to James’s mystery will put them at
the center of a confrontation of galactic proportions.
A confrontation that challenges the boundaries
between human and alien, man and machine. A
confrontation that might spell the doom of the entire
human race. This set includes: Archangel Down.
Archangel Project Book 1 Noa's Ark. Archangel
Project Book 2 Heretic. Archangel Project Book 3
Carl Sagan's Hunt for Intelligent Life in the Universe:
A Novella
All Samantha Martin wants to do is drink beer by the
pool, play mischievous pranks on the humans-oh,
and avoid the angels who won't hesitate to execute
her on sight. But when her naughty hellhound lands
her in trouble and she's blackmailed into catching a
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killer, Sam finds herself in the crosshairs of the very
beings that want her dead.
In the year 2432, humans think they are alone in the
universe. They’re wrong. Commander Noa Sato
plans a peaceful leave on her home planet
Luddeccea ... but winds up interrogated and
imprisoned for her involvement in the Archangel
Project. A project she knows nothing about.
Professor James Sinclair wakes in the snow, not
remembering the past twenty four hours, or knowing
why he is being pursued. The only thing he knows is
that he has to find Commander Sato, a woman he’s
never met. A military officer from the colonies and a
civilian from Old Earth, they couldn’t have less in
common. But they have to work together to save the
lives of millions—and their own. Every step of the way
they are haunted by the final words of a secret
transmission: The archangel is down.
The islands of Caldera are a shining jewel in a rather
bleak world. A terrible calamity in the past had
blanketed much of the world with a toxic "fug." Those
who survived were forced to take to the mountains
and the skies in wondrous airships. Life has since
been a struggle, with only the most ruthless and
crafty able to survive. To spare themselves the same
fate, the Calderans erected a battery of guns to fend
off the airships of the mainland. They isolated
themselves from the madness of the world, choosing
instead to focus on the pursuits of art and creativity.
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Few believe the technologically advanced but
socially barbarous outsiders have anything to offer.
Amanita Graus, though, is hoping that they do. Nita's
mother has lost her livelihood and perhaps soon her
life to a terrible disease. Already the black sheep of
the family for embracing engineering rather than art,
Nita resolves to leave the safety of her home and do
whatever it takes to find a cure. For a price, the
bizarre crew of an airship called The Wind Breaker
are willing to grant her a meeting with their
mysterious benefactors, and thus a chance to
procure the one thing with a chance to save her
mother. Free-Wrench follows Nita’s adventures in a
steampunk world of airships and lunatics. Helping
her in her journey are an eccentric crew of
smugglers; the gruff Cap’n Mack, the simple but
enthusiastic Lil and Coop, the arrogant marksman
Gunner, the surly surgeon Butch, and the irritable
mascot Wink. To survive and find what she seeks
she’ll need to earn their trust, follow their rules, and
meet face to face with the people who pull the
strings of their society.
Few authors have achieved such renown as World
Fantasy Life Achievement honoree and Science
Fiction Writers of America Grand Master Andre
Norton. With the love of readers and the praise of
critics, Norton’s books have sold millions of copies
worldwide. The Witch World . . . Far away in space
and time, the Witch World has become the
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legendary home of all who dream and wonder of
unknown worlds. Lore of the Witch World brings
together in one volume all the novelettes and tales of
the Witch World, including the never previously
published novelette Changeling.
Sometimes intelligent life is right in front of your
whiskers. Hsissh is a member of The One. There are
some newcomers to The One's homeplanet. They
call themselves "humans," and they are, frankly,
mentally deficient--they can't warp the quantum
world with their minds. However, Hsissh is becoming
attached to one of them, a Miss Noa Sato. When
The One decide they will wipe out the humans and
Noa's life is on the line, Hsissh is forced to take sides
... he might find intelligent life where The One least
expect it.
A powerful guide to open your life to the wisdom and
healing of the Angels and their love for us • Contains
instructions from the 12 Archangels on how to transform
our deepest fears and hurts from the past • Includes
Angelic guided visualizations on working with Angels to
access the healing power of the chakras and to manifest
with the creative imagination • Contains 48 specific
messages from the Angels, designed for quick access to
practical guidance when needed in daily life Angels are
loving forces in our lives. Each of us has the ability to
communicate with them if we open our minds to their
teachings. Belinda Womack was a believer in Angels
until the age of 12, when she decided she wanted to
become a scientist. Years later, working in a biology lab,
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she found herself in the presence of the Archangel
Gabriel and realized her calling as a spiritual conduit for
Angelic healing and support. In this book she shares
lessons, practices, and daily guidance from the 12
Archangels to help us listen to and heal our wounded
inner child, release our fears, and enact deep
subconscious transformation. Each word, transmitted
directly from the 12 Archangels, carries their love, so that
when read, the love is absorbed into the reader’s mind
and supports the release of our deepest wounds and
fears. The tools and exercises shift your vibration so
results are both felt and experienced immediately. Each
message awakens your innate spiritual power to rebuild
destroyed self-esteem, lifting you higher in vibration and
allowing life to be filled with the power of your own
divinity. The book includes Angelic guided visualizations
on working with Angels to access the healing power of
the chakras and to manifest with the creative
imagination, as well as specific messages from the 12
Archangels designed for quick access to practical
guidance when Angelic support is needed in daily life. As
Belinda Womack shows, by opening ourselves to the
support of the 12 Archangels, we can move out of the
past and into Heaven’s abundance, heal our inner
wounds, and shift our vibration to one of unconditional
love for self, others, Mother Earth, and the Universe.
This is not your Sunday School Noah's Ark.Noah
Primeval is a speculative retelling of the beloved story of
Noah for a new generation. In an ancient world
submerged in darkness, fallen angels rule as gods and
breed giants and monsters. Mankind is enslaved to evil.
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Noah, a tribal leader, has been prophesied to bring an
end to the rule of these "gods" and save humanity from
coming destruction. But Noah's wife and son are
captives of these dark forces. To rise against this
supernatural evil and rescue his family Noah will need an
equally supernatural army. But why has God told him to
build a huge box out of gopher wood?Godawa is known
as an author who both entertains and educates. Inspired
by Michael Crichton's novels, Godawa has adapted his
Hollywood screenwriting background into his prose style
to create a reading experience that is like watching a
movie. Also similar to Crichton, Godawa has sought to
provide the scholarly research that undergirds the
fictional adventure. Noah Primeval has an additional 100
pages of special appendixes that provide an explanation
of Biblical concepts in the novel such as the Sons of
God, the Nephilim, Leviathan, and the ancient
Mesopotamian Cosmography in the Bible.Noah Primeval
is written in the spirit of The Chronicles of Narnia and
The Lord of the Rings, blending fantasy and mythopoeia
with history to retell the Biblical narrative with a fresh
perspective, while staying true to the original spirit of the
story.
Sometimes you have to go Rogue ... Jump into eight fulllength novels exploring the last great frontier. Rogue
Stars has alien invasions, artificial intelligence, galactic
intrigue, and heroes that will defy orders to do what is
right. Blast off to new worlds. Download this collection
today. About the Books: Archangel Down - C. Gockel
Commander Noa Sato doesn’t believe in aliens. She’s
wrong. In the face of genocide she must hatch a daring
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plan with a ragtag crew to save the lives of millions—and
her own. Every step of the way she is haunted by the
final words of a secret transmission: The archangel is
down. Betrayal - Pippa DaCosta She is programmed to
kill. He’ll do anything to survive. In a world where only
one thousand synthetics were built, synthetic #1001
should not exist. She is no ordinary synth and the
memories locked inside her code could bring the entire
Nine systems, an ex-con Captain Caleb Shepperd, to
their knees. Quantum Tangle - Chris Reher A deep cover
agent fights to keep the enemy as well as his own people
from taking control of a strange alien that has invaded
his ship, his mind and his life. It's high adventure in deep
space where the voices inside your head are all too real.
Starshine - G. S. Jennsen Space is vast and untamed,
and it holds many secrets. Now two individuals from
opposite ends of settled space are on a collision course
with the darkest of those secrets, even as the world
threatens to explode around them. Hard Duty - Mark E.
Cooper In the far future, nanotechnology will be all that
keeps us alive in a brutal war with the Merkiaari. Into this
war-torn galaxy a courageous Marine, an alien
geneticist, and a broken hero will unite in common cause
to oppose the coming onslaught. Ambassador 1 - Patty
Jansen In Coldi society, you can get killed for looking a
superior in the eye. Never mind accusing him of murder.
Lunar Discovery - Salvador Mercer Alien technology has
been discovered on the moon, and NASA scientist,
Richard “Rock” Crandon must lead a desperate race to
get there before America’s rivals. But it isn’t just the fate
of Earth that is at stake in this exciting adventure.
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Plasma pistols, busted ships, and space adventure.
Nova is an adventurer with a heart of steel. All she wants
is a quiet life and enough money to keep her ship flying.
The universe has other plans. Between ancient aliens
bent on universal destruction, and a government bent on
universal control, Nova can't catch a break. Grab your
space racer and strap in - this is going to be one wild
ride! If you enjoy space-cowboys, misfit-crews, and
adventure, then you'll love The Nova Chronicles. ?Get it
now.
With an introduction by Spider Robinson The Morthans
were physically and mentally superior. Descended from
humans, they were now, literally, “more-than" human …
and considered the human race to be little better than
animals. They would stop at nothing to conquer the
remaining human-controlled worlds. Docked for repairs
after a harrowing battle with a Morthan ship, Jonathan
Korie and his crew discover they have a Morthan imp
aboard— a Morthan weapon so quick they have no
chance of catching it, so clever they have no hope of
outsmarting it and so deadly they have no choice but to
try.
Will the most profound secret of the human race, seeded
millions of years ago, finally be discovered? Can Heller
and Thorne figure out why scientists keep getting
involved in accidents? What do a huge asteroid rushing
into earth, human DNA going crazy in a lab, exploding
stars and an ancient sect have in common? All have
been ingeniously woven together in this riveting science
fiction thriller. Join Chicago police Detective Rick Heller
and investigative journalist Will Thorne as they try to
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figure out why scientists connected to these discoveries
are almost killed and a security guard is murdered. Can
the US president marshal covert scientific knowledge to
safeguard the world? When Will Thorne discovers a
mysterious link among the asteroid, the DNA and the
exploding stars, US President Emily White tries to use
this top-secret tinder box, revealing the discovery of
humanity's deepest secret, for a peaceful message to
the human race. Her initiative ultimately results in
aggressive religious riots that threaten human security
throughout the world. Can an ancient, secret sect be the
key to human salvation? In 586 BCE, soldiers of the Sect
of the Guardians gave their lives to secure the hiding
place of the Ark of the Covenant, which they had
removed from the Holy Temple in Jerusalem. What is the
ancient secret, more than 3,300 years old, that the
Guardians are ordered to hide at any cost? Scroll up and
grab your copy of 2036 The proof now!
Jane Eyre, novel by Charlotte Brontë, first published in
1847. Making the right choice (which we make every
day) is not easy to make, but it is quite possible if Jesus
Christ lives in a person's heart!
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